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The International Titanium Association (ITA) is a membership based international trade association dedicated to the titanium metal industry. Established in 1984, the ITA's main mission is to connect the public interested in using titanium with specialists from around the globe who may offer sales and
technical assistance. Working through our extensive membership resources, we seek to expand the knowledge base for the metal, providing technical literature and sponsoring seminars and conferences. For nearly three decades weve instructed thousands of professionals in all aspects of titanium usage.
We look to educate engineers, designers and business executives on titaniums superior properties and explain how those properties can be exploited to enhance products and services. We also strive to advance ideas in research, design, metallurgy and engineering, and serve as the leading forum to
cultivate the exchange of ideas and support a diverse, dynamic, global industry. Current ITA membership is comprised of more than 200 organizations and over 1,500 individual members worldwide. More and more products are using cameras and sensors these days, collecting a wealth of data. How do you
aggregate and process it all Titanium FPGAs with their powerful compute capabilities, MIPI CSI-2 and DSI support, and tiny footprint packages are here to help. The transparency of the FPGA process makes the FPGA family of devices very flexible for any application. Products include industrial cameras,
thermal cameras, industrial robotic cameras, IoT cameras, and backplane to access cameras. There are a broad range of processing cores, SOCs, and interfaces to be used in these products. Titanium FPGAs are designed to support the latest interfaces such as PCIe Gen 3, the MIPI, CSI-2, and DSI, as well as
all of the compute features and MIPI features available in the Lx, Ux, and LX+ families.
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Another type of titanium, which is widely used in the food industry, is known as titanium dioxide. Manufacturers like food-grade titanium dioxide to preserve the color of fruit, prevent molds from growing, and slow the absorption of vitamin C, according to Cornell University. The compound is also used in
toothpaste, powdered sugar, shampoos, and other household items. The compound is an added ingredient, typically combined with calcium carbonate or silica. Some titanium dioxide is created by a chemical process and some is natural. Natural titanium dioxide is found in the atmosphere. It occurs when
ultraviolet rays from the sun react with oxygen molecules in the upper atmosphere. Natural titanium dioxide is responsible for some of the greatest spectacles in nature. It forms a hard surface layer on river rocks and is seen as a white tower along the Hudson River in New York. The compound is also an
essential component of glass, which is used to make a multitude of buildings and cars. The compound is also used to create white paint. But, no one has been able to harness its potential for energy. The main obstacle is the low energy consumption of titanium. When it is heated to temperatures of 200

degrees Celsius, or 392 degrees Fahrenheit, titanium dioxide releases a lot of energy. But once the temperature is reduced, the electricity generation drops off dramatically. This has made it difficult to develop a method of using titanium for generating energy. The team that developed a molten salt reactor
for molten salt salt using the same reaction found that it generates a to-date-unexplained amount of energy at a much lower temperature. 5ec8ef588b
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